HOME
Truckee artist Andrew

The customer signs off

Bolam was commissioned

on fabric and materials

for a moose painting that

swatches during design

complements the Ralph

process, before the

Lauren plaid fabrics and wool

furniture, pillows and art

pelt in mulberry, as well as

are put into production.

the traditional fabrics on
accent pillows and the back
of the antique settee.

GO WEST

The longhorn skull that hangs

The bedding, pillows and rug in this room are

above the bed is a custom piece from

Ralph Lauren designs. The bed is custom-made;

Renee Gibson. She adorns the skulls

the headboard features tooled leather upholstery

with beads, gemstones and leather

accented with colored dome nailheads. The

to create a piece that adds a special

linen draperies incorporate a simple rustic stripe.

element to this space.

Custom nightstands are manufactured with
bronze hardware. Vintage headdresses, tapestries

With a nod to Navajo style and our own mountain
terrain, this home cozies up to Western tradition

and a bow adorn the walls.

BY O L IV IA OS B OR N E
P H OTOS BY J UST I N M A J EC ZK Y AN D TON Y ZIK AS

Pendleton, Ralph Lauren and Hollywood have all influenced the design world in
incorporating Native American and American Western motifs in home decor. The style
is also called Southwestern, Navajo-inspired or my favorite, Dances with Wolves Chic.
Although the trend in the Lake Tahoe area leans toward Mountain Modern, which
embodies clean lines, natural materials and simple forms, I do have several projects that
draw on the Native American traditions of the region.
This master suite combines several elements to create a retreat for my client, who has
an affinity for the Ralph Lauren Navajo aesthetic.
I find this style — mingling elements — so appealing because it provides an
opportunity to use Navajo pattern blankets with herringbones, plaids, fur, fringes and
metal grommets. Distressing also is used for wood, leather and metals.

The master bathroom incorporates hammered
copper plumbing with metal and glass light
fixtures. Distressed wood frames the mirrors,
with ceramic tile accents in green, rust and
brown. While the bathroom does not have the
obvious motifs of the Western style found in
the adjoining bedroom, the coordination of the

Olivia Osborne is a senior designer at Aspen Leaf Interiors, aspenleafinteriors.com.
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spaces is apparent with finishes and colors.

A design board shows the variety of fabrics and natural materials that pull
together a cohesive American West look.
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